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Executive Summary 

Background 

On March 1, 1999, Industry Canada's Year 1000 (Y2K) Project Office initiated a business impact 
analysis process to determine the departmental business functions requiring a Year 2000 Business 
Continuity Plan (BC?). A senior departmental committee was forrned called the Y2K BC? 
Steering Group. It was co-chaired by the Corporate Secretary and the Associate Assistant 
Deputy Minister, Operations Sector. This business impact analysis process initially identified 59 
critical functions the was subsequently redJced to 28 as approved by the Y2K BC? Steering 
Group. 

On April 7, 1999, the co-chairs of the Y2K BCP Steering Group asked managers of the 28 
critical business functions to each complete a BCP template by April 30, 1999 designed for this 
second phase of the BCP process. Ali  28 BCPs were fundamentally completed by May 30, 1999 
except for the validation phase that includes modules on testing, training and plan maintenance. 
This validation phase is scheduled to be completed by October 15, 1999 , 

Audit Objectives 

The objectives of the Audit and Evaluation Branch audit of the BCP methodology were to 
determine that the: 

• process used to identify critical functions is reasonable; 
• methodology and templates developed are effective; 
• approach is comprehensive and does not include any gaps; and 
• BCPs have been prepared by properly applying the methodology. 

This report presents the findings of the audit of the first three objectives. The audit of the last 
objective will be conducted after October 15, 1999 when the validation phase has been completed. 

Findings 

The Y2K BC? Steering Group and the Y2K Project Office are commended  foi  the process to 
identify critical functions and for the development of effective templates. The planning and 
conducting of training and information workshops to guide BCP managers during the validation 
phase of the BC? are also effective measures. 

Objective 1: Determine that the process used to identify critical functions is reasonable. 

Auditors found that the process used by Industry  cumula  to identify critical .  janctions was 
reasonable. There are no recommendations. 



Objective 2: Detertnine that the methodology and tetnplates are effective. 

There are two templates: the critical function template and BCP template. The findings regarding 
eacb follows. 

Critical Function Template 

Auditors found that the template used by Inthrstry Canada to determine its critical.functions 
was appropriate. There are no recommendations. 

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) Template 

The BCP template used by Industry Canada meets requirements and includes essential 
injarmation needed to build an effective business continuity plan. 

Two observations and their related recommendation resulted frai z?. the audit of this template. 

The Year 2000 BCP Steering Group should ensure that the 28 critical function managers know 
how to react and understand the reporting and escalation procedures should a Y2K crisis arise 
(refer to reconnnendation #1). 

lt is our understanding that this escalation process will be contained in the validation phase of the 
BCP process. When auditing the completed BCPs in October, 1999, we will include an 
assessment of the escalation process planned (refer to section 2.2.2). 

Since critical business function managers are accountaWe for the maintenance and implementation 
of their plans, it is recommended that the Year 2000 Project Office continue to remind BCP 
managers re,gularly to report to the Y2K Project Office the  current status of their critical suppliers 
and dependencies, The Y2K Project Office sent an e-mail to BCP managers on September 16, 
1999 concerning this follow-up with critical suppliers and dependencies (refer to recommendation 
#2 and section 2.2.2). 

Objective 3: Determine that the approach is comprehensive and does not contain any 

gaPs. 

When comparing best practice and Y2K resource information with the work planned at 
Industry Canada, auditors found three significant issues that did not appear to be fully 
covered at the time of titis  audit. These issues are described below. 

It is recornmended that the BCP Steering Group plan, document and test  aY2K 'command centre' 
BCP that ,votild serve as a centre for BCP critical managers to contact should a crisis arise as the  
date rollover period approaches. This 'command centre' could serve to monitor the activities 
during this period. Best practices indicate that a BCP devoted to a 'command centre' 
will minimize the risk during the rollover period (refer to recommendation #3 and section 2.3.1). 
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Secondly, the BC?  Steering Group should evaluate whether to clarify, document and consolidee 
hurnan resource, communications, decision-making and zero-day policies and procedures  in onc 
document and then distribute these to BCP and senior managers. This document could serve as a 
guide, responsibility and accountability resource. It should be continually updated rind 
maintained (refer to recommehdation #4 and section 2.3.2). 

Thirdly, Y2K resource information indicate that during 	"te  rollover period, there may be 
increased incidences of hackers attempting to infiltratc p; 	.ally vulnerable mission-critical 
information systems and introduce nevv viruses to exploit any system vulnerability. Since Industry 
Canada is heavily dependent on several key systems, it is recommended that the department 
review security measures to assess how the department can minimize the risk of these 
vulnerabilities (refer to reconunendation #5 and section 2.3.3). The Chief Information Officer 
has already begun planning for these possible hacking and virus intrusions. 

Y2K BCP Steering Group Response to Audit Recommendations 

During the Oct)ber 1, 1999 Y2K  BC?  Steering Group meeting, the findings and 
recommendations of this audit report were presented. 

The Y2K BC? Steering Group agreed to recommendation 1 (re the 28 critical function managers 
knowing how to react and understand the reporting and escalation procedures); recommendation 
2 (re BCP managers to monitor regularly the status of their suppliers and dependencies); and 
recommendation 3 (re planning, documenting and testing a Y2K 'command centre' BC?. 

With regard to recomrnendation 4 (re the evaluation of whether to clarify, document and 
consolidate human resources, communications, decision-making and zero-day policies and 
procedures in one document), the Y2K BCP Steering Group agreed to review similar policies 
from other entities and then decide on the necessity of this document. 

Chief Information Officer 

As for recommendation 5 (re the assessment of the risk of hacking and virus intrusions), this 
recommendation will be communicated to the Chief Information Officer. As indicated in the 
report, The Chief Information Officer has already begun the planning to protect the department 
regarding this risk. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

On March 1, 1999, Industry Canada's Y2K Project Office initiated a business impact analysis 
process to determine the departmental business functions requiring a Y2K BCP. A senior 
departmental committee was formed called the Y2K BCP Steering Group. It was co-chaired by 
the Corporate Secretary and the Associate Assistant Deputy Minister, Operations Sector. 

In early March, 1999, all business units in the Department were required to complete a uniform 
template asking them to assess their critical functions. The questionnaire was delivered to 
members of the Departmental Management Board under cover of the co-chairs of the Y2K BCP 
Steering Group. 

Fifty-nine critical functions were originally identified at the business unit level. As questionnaires 
were signed-off and submitted to the Y2K Project Office, these were revievved and feedback was 
given to managers to help determine their criticality. The Y2K BCP Steering Group approved a 
final list of 28 critical functions. 

On April 7, 1999, the co-chairs of the BCP Steering Group asked managers of the 28 critical 
business functions to prepare a BCP using a second template consisting of two parts: Section 
One, covering the minimal acceptable levels of service, was completed by April 15; and sections 
two through six, including the identification of dependencies, assessment of risks, etc., were 
finished by April 30. On May 30, all 28 BCPs were complete pending the validation phase which 
includes modules on testing, training and plan maintenance. The validation phase is to conclude 
by October 15, 1999. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this Audit and Evaluation Branch audit of the BCP methodology were to 
determine that the: 

process used to identify critical functions is reasonable; 
▪methodology and templates developed are effective; 
• approach is comprehensive and does not include any gaps; and 

BCPs have been prepared by properly applying the methodology. 

This report presents the fin-dings of the audit of the first three objectives. The audit of the last 
objective will be conducted after October 15, 1999 when the validation phase has been completed. 
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1.3 Approach 

Data for the project was gathered by interviewing key people, reviewing relevant documents and 
researching best practices resources. The details arc as follows: 

• Interviews with key individuals including the: 

• Project Office staff 
• Staff responsible lbr the development of the templates under review 
• Former members of the Y2K BCP Steering Group 

• Key documents were reviewed to understand Industry Canada's approach to BCP 
development and to document best practices. These documents included the: 

• critical function ,...mplate 
• business continuity plan template 
• relevant e-mails 
• file  material from the critical function selection process 
• Industry Canada's Business Continuity Plan 
• National Contingency Planning Group's BCP templates and recommended 

approaches to creating BCPs 
• other contingency planning methodologies and accompanying templates. 
• work deliverables generated in engagements with both private and public sector 

clients. 

Tables were used to compare generally accepted Y2K best practices to the processes and 
methodology used by the department. Each table contains generally accepted Y2K best 
piactices for the business impact analysis and BCP phases of a Y2K project in a complex 
organization. 

The following explains the purpose of each column shown in the tables: 

• 'Best Practices' is a description of generally accepted Y2K best practices 
• 'Industry Canada' indicates whether the department conformed to best practises 
• 'Comments' describes the nature of the issues being addressed. The italicized text in 

the comments section indicates wh ,re the department deviated from best practices. 
• 'Criticality' rates the criticality of areas where the department deviated from best 

practises. 

Any significant gaps from best practices are in this report's recommendations. The tables show 
less significant issues such as: 

• 'Low' - This is where Industry Canada has deviated from best practises, but the impact ±:o 
the organization is low and non critical to the progress of the project 

• 'No action required' - This refers to areas where Industry  Canadas  approach is 
consistent with generally accepted best practises. 

1.4 Report Organization 

The findings are presented by the three audit objectives (refer to 1.2). 
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2.0 FINDINGS 

2.1 Objective 1: Determine that the process used to identify critical functions is 
reasonable. 

Auditor found that the process used by Industly Canada to Mcrae critical fitnctions  vas 
 reasonable. 

This process was strengt, hened by: 

senior management approving and accepting accountability for the identification of the 28 
critical functions; and 
critical function managers being encouraged to work with the Project Office and the Y2K 
BCP Steering Group to ensure the correct identification of the functions. 

As outlined in Table A, Appendix A, there are no recommendations since any deviation from best 
practices is minor. 

2.2 Objective 2: Determine that the methodology and templates are effective. 

2.2.1 Critical Function Template 

Auditors found that the template used by Industry Canada to determine its critical fanctions 
was appropriate. There are no recommendations. 

The template was sufficient to help business managers isolate and define the criticality of their 
business functions and enabled the Y2K BCP Steering Group to review, assess and select the 
critical functions. 

As outlined in Table B, Appendix B, there are no recommendations since any deviation from best 
practices is minor. 

2.2.2 Business Continuity Plan (BCP) Template 

This review found that the BCP template used by Industry Canada meets requirements and 
includes essential information needed to build effective business continuity plans. 

As outlined in Table C, Appendix C. two observations and their related recommendation resulted 
from the audit of tuis template. 

Observations 

In sections 3.6 and 4,3, the BCP ternplate reqUires a deseription of the procedures to follow to 
activate the BCP, but it does not indicate to whom the BCP manager must report should there be 
a crisis. The BCP template makes no provision for a business unit to document and report upon 
the impact aY2K crisis may have on its operations. 
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Secondly, Y2K BCP monitoring is more significant than the traditional BCPs because of the 
demands and timing of Y2K. Best practices require continuous monitoring of risks like the status 
of key dependencies and suppliers. The 13CP template does not clearly document BCP monitoring 
and detection strategies. Typically, the following issues should be considered such as the: 

• frequency and type of monitoring 
• roles and responsibilities as well as the names of the person responsible to monitor and 

their alternate 
• reporting requirements (to log whether escalation required, status, action taken and date 

and time resolved) 

Recommendations 

Reporting, and Escalation PrOCedlireS 

1, The Year 2000 BCP Steering Group should ensure that the 28 critical function managers 
know how to react and understand the reporting and escalation procedures should a Y2K 
crisis arise. 

It is our understanding that this escalation process will be contained in the validation phase 
of the BCP process. When auditing the completed BCPs in October, 1999, we will include 
an assessment of the escalation process planned. 

Monitoring of Critical Suppliers and Dependencies 

2. 	Since critical business function managers are accountable for the maintenance and 
implementation of their plans, it is recommended that the Year 2000 Project Office continue 
to remind BCP managers regularly to report to the Y2K 	1ect Office the current status of 
their critical suppliers and dependencies. The Y2K. Proje ,  iffice sent an c-mail to BCP 
managers on September 16, 1999 concerning t1ds follow-t. p with critical suppliers and 
dependencies. 

2.3 Objective 3: Determine that the approach is comprehensive and does not contain any 
gaps. 

Auditors found that when comparing best practice and Y2K resource  information  with the 
work planned at Industry Canada, three significant issues were found that did not appear to 
be fidly covered at the time of this audit. These issues are described below. 

Observations 

The issues that do not appear to be fully covered are significant to support the development and 
management of individual BCPs. In their absence, developing effective BCPs is more difficult. 
These issues have not been audited in detail, as they are not within the scope of this audit, but 
will form part of the audit of the BCP samples planned in late October, 1999. We include these 
issues in this report to allow sufficient time for action. 
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2.3.1 The 'Command Centre' Strategy is not documented 

Of the 28 BCPs being prepared, there is not one devoted to a 'command centre'. During this audit 
, we did not observe any plans for a 'command centre' BCP per best practices. A 'command 
centre' is a coordination centre and focal point for Y2K activities over the date rollover period, 
for example, from December 31 to January 4. It is a centre for Y2K information to be collected, 
documented, analysed and disseminated as well as a support centre in a crisis situation. The 
'command centre' can distribute Y2K information on a timely :Jasis to business units, decision-
makers, external parties and business partners. 

The 'command centre' BCP would include the following: 

• a clearly defined purpose and mandate 
• decision-making processes and procedures 
• staff roles and responsibilities 
• an activation schedule 
• crisis monitoring requirements 
• escalation procedures and delegations of authority 
• operating site requirements 
• resource requirements 
• training and testing requirements 
• internal and external communications procedures 

During the audit, we noted that the department was planning to include the 'command centre' 
mandate as part of one of the critical functions, that is, Decision-Making Infrastructure to 
Minister/Deputy Minister'. At the time of the audit, the initial planning for this BCP did not 
appear to cover the 'command centre' requirements. We will audit this BCP in October to 
evaluate whether it covers sufficient planning and testing to cover the mandate of a 'command 
centre' to minimize risk. 

The department's submission to the National Contingency Planning Group describes a governance 
and decision-making model for handling a Y2K crisis, but this is not detailed sufficiently to guide 
BCP managers or decision-makers in time of need. It contains no clearly defined process for 
managing potential problems. 

If the department proceeds with this model, it will require its own set of detailed procedures, staff, 
and supplies. Completing the same BCP template as other business units will not be sufficient. In 
addition, planned crisis management and communications procedures developed need to be tested 
and evaluated as any other BCP. 

Without a 'command centre' mandate BCP, the department is at higher risk. 
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Recommendation 

3. 	It is recommended that the BCP Steering Group plan, document and test aY2K 'command 
centre' BCP that would serve as a centre for BCP critical managers to contact should a 
crisis arise as the date rollover period approaches. This 'command centre' could serve to 
monitor the activities during this period. Best practices indicate that a BCP devoted to a 
'command centre' will minimize the risk during the rollover period. 

2.3.2 	Year 2090 Policy Framework - Human Resources, Communication, etc. 

To date, the development of BCPs is occurring without a complete departmental Y2K policy 
framework as a guide. The nature of Y2K planning compels organizations to identify issues 
falling outside normal operating and management procedures. 

This includes policies covering: 

human resources for such situations as staff worldng over holidays, longer hours 
and requiring extended family-related leave requests to look after children due to 
school closings in the first two weeks of January; 
corporate internal and external communications; and 
defined critical depattmental dates such as when the depaitinent will enter a period 
of "heightened" Y2K monitoring. 

The Year 2000 Project Office prepared a "Year 2000 Compliance Kit"contains many important 
project guidelines, reporting structures and accountabilities but does not cover issues such as 
human resources, communications, decision-making and zero-day policies and procedures. 

Recommendation 

4. 	BCP Steering Group should evaluate whether to clarify, document and consolidate human 
resources, communications, decision-making and zero-day policies and procedures in one 
document and then distribute these to BCP and senior managers. This document could 
serve as a guide, responsibility and accountability resource. It should be continually 
updated and maintained. 

2.3.3 	Security 

Experts lcnowledgeable about developments regarding Y2K indicate that there is a significantly 
higher risk of hackers attempting to infiltrate potentially vulnerable mission-critical information 
systems. It is also believed that new viruses may be introduced to exploit possible system 
vulnerability. 

Recommendation 

5. 	Since Industry Canada is heavily dependent on several key systems. it is recommended 
that the depat 	talent review security measures to assess how the depart-ment can minimize 
the risk of these vulnerabilities. The Chief Information Officer has already begun 
planning for these possible hacking and virus intrusions. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table A 

Industry Canada Critical Business Function Selection Process 
Comparison to Best Practices 

.lkst 	inittisfrj,! . . 	 • COmments 	 Ciitteality ............ 	.. 
Canada ..  

1. The identified key .functions 	Yes 	• 	The critical functions were filtered using 	LOW 

are prioritized. This may 	 an iterative process. 
include the use of formal 	 • 	The Project Office provided a quality 
analytical tools like a 	 control and coordinating functien, 
risk/likelihood matrix. 	 working with business units to help them 

determine whether their business 
function warranted a BCP, 

• If the businee function  was  not 
considered critical, there were 
opportunities for business function 
"‘owners" to challenge this assessment 
'before the BCP Steering Committee 

• There were no clearly deed criteria 
for  selecting the critical fitnctions. No 
analytical or scoring techniques were 
used to rank or rate fin:minim 

2. Document rationale for 	No 	• 	The selection process occurred in. an 	Low 
selecting the key business 	 environment exemplified by formal 
functions. Rationales can 	 discussion at the senior management 
include: all key functions with a 	 level, There was also formal discussion 
loss impact rating of medium or 	 between the Project Office and business 
high, outcomes of algoritluns or 	 ttnits. 
scoring sheets, etc. 	 • 	The rationale for selecting critical 

Iiinctions was not fiemally d1.cumented 
or well publicized, although it was 
implicit in the approach taken by the 
Steering Committee and Project Mice, 	 

3. Key functions deemed to 	Yes 	• Clear accountabilities and significemt senior 	No action 
require contingency plans 	 management participation and involvement 	' required 
reviewed and approved by senior 	 ensured the selection of critical business 
management. 	 functions. 
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APPENDIX B 

Table B 

Industry Canada Critical Function Template Comparison to Best Practices 
-, 

Critical P4acliatt Template 

lies • Prtictiee 	 Inctdu 	ry 	 . 	 • Comment 	 ti 	alit 
Canada —  • 	 .---..........--.-.... 	  

1. AU departmental bones% 	Ye% 	• 	A questionnaire m as di:livered to all tretrithas tith1hirud 	N 	act 	n 
und s am required to incentoty 	 Maruement flomd.ei4trui.Li all manegment unit% ciithitt the 	t.co,u ired 
their key funetions and services 	 department. Cittical .funcuons \vent teentifird, ranked and signed. 
ttsing a consistent template and 	 off by a DIsIn member, 
approach. 	 • 	Indust) C'anatit also wanted il preliminary undertundinc of the 

human hisourcr requirements needed to ensure a minimum level of 
delivery of the deparunent's entice business functions  

. liminecs units retained 	y 	 A anicaffunction Vid% defined ■ 1% "tun:Wens that 	cithtrict bc 	No  ntivn 
guidance on how  tu  define a key 	 inn:milted v.ithout matenal consequmicei for the department, its 	tamited 
function, clients. 45 partners andlor the (*anieum isiblie," Speeifie. guid.mee 

Was yrovid td that these caural autumns "could nor be te,tenuyted 
fur even n short period of tune, ti, ithout ,matenal mire, t:Tur,iztions 
were  aloi  defined as kine  either Promranipsort functiriv- 	 -,—....... 	 .— 

3. IhiSiness Unit% describe their 	 queclionnairo  du!  not require iru c 1 n r , t ;mat pi de ts rube the 	I um, 
kcy business functions (elf., 	 nature ol the critical luni .  iron ;tar prepare prm es$ floss t ür 
111rOUell narrative descriptions cr 	 quantilvevrected hostreqt sofa ,111` 	ut determine ,iituire and 
process flows) to convey full 	 .iiiwrot. of  12K rid( 
extent of the funetion being. 	 • 	Recptindentsi were required to name Me entical funt•tion. The 
described. 	 questionnaire  dit'  contain room fer additional tnfornat ion. %stitch 

new  bise  ken used-  tu  descnk the  entice fitnetton , 
4. Itusiness  unit  s 1151V,11 a loss 	Y 	 An impact  rating NV•I r  asst:mal to raeh vntreal tiinc non nun!: fin 

pact on 	an.:Man t'inienc. Impat t (itmeral, 	rrquired impact  rating for each $tey 	 impact  types': Im 	C 
function (High, Medium or tow) 	 Irupaet im I)bligiititins. Imp... t on Employees, Tlicse  impact  types 
usine, a consistent rating 	 ,,cerc  dtfir,ed, as wip hou they should be ratcd (usinc e een'-tqcrit, 
approach. 	 rating system.). 

• The rape ts were to tic desst died. financial ;Triplets estimated iunl 
the enti 	clitvotti t 	tim 

5. liusiness units t entity  the 	e, 	 The quesnonnatre required re 	iru1nts to list intesnil anti extenra 	Nutio 
internal and external 	 dependencies, both IT and tronit 	 weitured 
dependencies (processes, 
functions and services) required 
to custaun each key function — 

	  
n. The nature of these 	 Nt 	 • 	The temp 	t JulrouI  requin'  business.  14 its  Its desc . ribe and 	tow 
dependencies  axe derniednnd 	 deutil the namre oi the relationship a business lum lion had nit!, 
desen bed. 	 (vat dependency 

• Depetulem les wee-  liste (  l'ut  the .s -rui+e  suri  nature  of  glue 
relationship .seented not to be a requirement te, t cmplete the 
template 

'AIM der endene:! debited 	No 	 • 	7he temp/award not require au.siness unin ta rank 	 low 
•tbilve  ii  ranked for er it iv ality. 	 ilepen,lencier. 
uin:7, consistent rating Linen:I. 	 • 	A tamunon praetiee in year 20M) Ilt'P preparation  us  for  business 

units to rank the entice ity of cat; h dependeney. Ranking 
dependeneics allows business units to II1SZSS',  mure  accurately the 
extent of the Y2K dependen‘y rodt Eicing a cunt; al taicincc% 
function. 

• Ac %cell. It allows for  tire  croc 	refe8:111:111!!cifilepeniencÉes to 
encore that there is eensisteney across litt - ..t unit. 

ks'v teratiu'n is 	.med 	't 	 Fac-F:=11 function Itac an .iccount.'i71=fion "outlet" and a 	No  action  

a tuana.,,,er tr.ponsible or kry 	 designated alternant. Nloreoser, the H('!' submitted to the National 	requireti 
inittion 'limner" mho stencil ,  elf 	 Contingency Planning (Irony stipulates that "the devourdability fer 
n the vemplt ted key rum t ion 	 the eontinuity of the entice business furtmens rests with  the 
nals ,,n, 	 ' dividital I)cp -,-uirarntal Managemer.t It'eard  nit-eels ' 

9 	hich key Inaction  is ,e,sesstal 	N ut 	 • 	The tirridie thd /lid reiltirt. bijIMI'1 ■ lows lei outline the aaoure 	1.0,1.' 

fin IV. l'Cilst%Ule: hi Year 211011 	 ot the YC.K, risk lacing their humness  luis  lion 
114h 	The ac.....i.,oalier.t i. ay.o.ted 	 • 	In the allcenc: of such an anal!, sis. it is ditlittilt loam:vet:an Mu 

y lfil'IbV of%, ,..0?,-,,,, 4.11 te rno.,to 	 il:gree to cc Mil a entical fur.etion is  'ut  risk," 
i. fitly 1 , 1,1111.,.N. Ult ., .IY.U...■ i,k1Isi 	 • 	11. I% ITIIIIVItnil Is% IIVW ILI C1L: 11( . 1>  templato, which tillou-ed the 

. .de rs..k Ilexelc 	 conildetiou of this teraplatc 	pro, ides fee a ram robust nsk 
.inalesis. 	 . 
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APPENDIX. C 

Table C 

Industry  Canada  Business Continuity Plan Template 
Comparison to Best Practices 

.. 	 . 

	

- 	 Industry Canada. Bo>  Template 	 • ' 

, 

Best Pate tier 	 Inittistir , 	.' eniiinicrrét .  • 	 Criticality 	. 

	 ........--i—:---...— 	 . 	 .  

1. The template requires that detailed 	 Yes 	 • 	A BCP is required for each critical function 	No  action required 
conhinyiusîness resumption plans 	are 	 approved by the DCP Steering Group and  the 
peparcd fur each approved critical 	(unction 	 Departmental Management Board. 
using a consistent template and 	approach. 
	 — 	  

2, Ifitot already ittcntifird in the proerss to 	Yes 	 In section 1.5 orate template, each BCP- is 	u action required 
select the critical business functions, potential 	 required to contain a risk assessment. The 
Y2K risks impacting on the critical function 	 riSSeSsment is hâsert on an  inventory of  the  
should be listed andranked, 	 business function's critical 45els and 

dependencies 
—_—. 	 — 

. The template should require a detailed 	Yes 	 • 	In sections 3.0 and 4.0. the template provides 	No action required. 
description  of the proposed contragency and 	 fur a description of contingency and business 
business rasumption workaround procedures. 	 resumption planning procedures, 

-- 
4 	The workarinund solutions require clearly 	Yes 	 • 	The template asks the critical function "owners" 	No action required 
de fincd criteria for when they will  bu  activated 	 10-50(4,: nne  the  "minimum iNcceptable Level. 
and deactivated 	 of Service" below whieh they will nctivate their 

contingeney plan durine the date rollover period 
(defined more specifically. as Jarru.lry 1 si, 4111 
(ith and Inth,). Defining this level of service 
repres.entrd a formal deliverable from the 
critical function owner. 

• In sections 3 4. 3.5.4.2  of the template 
respondents are required to identify the criteria 
fir invoking.both the contingency and business 
resumption plans and the procedures to follow 
once a plan is activated. 

5. 
	 --- 

	

The template compels respondents to outline 	No 	 • 	In sections  In and 43, the template requires a 	Sec 
clearly the plan's escalation and reporting 	 description of the procedures to follow to 	Recornmendraion 
procedures: 	 activate -  the contingency or business .resumption 	One 

plan. 
• What are Um notification proeedures 	 • 	While each BCP must document these 

and reportirg requirements if a Y2K. 	 procedures, it i% unclear what additional 
event affects operations? 	 procedures are required to communicate a Y2K. 

crisis be, ond the management team nisponsible . 
for the erit kill function. The implication is that 
the normal reporting relationships will remain 
in place. 

• 771e.• BC*P template makes no provision  for  a 
business unit to document caul report upon the 
impact aY2K crisis may have on its 
operations: 
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6. The template requires business units to 	Yes 	 • 	In sections 3.8 and 3.9 of the template, business 	No  action .acquned  

outline anticipated resources requuements for 	 units arc required to outline special equipment, 

both business resumption and contingency 	 .technieal, DR.requirements. 
planning. 	 • 	Appendices to the BC? template provide areas 

for business units  tu  list these requirements. 
• A check 151  in seetion 2.0 commits  BC? 

"owners" to maintaining up-to.date BC? 
requirements. 

• The appendices are to remain with the business 
units and there is no provision for this 
information to be housed with any coordinating 
body who may be responsible for reporting and 
briefing  senior management. 

7. Each .13CP is requinx1 to contain a clearly 	Yes 	 e 	Each DCP idenbfirs a responsible manager and 	Nuactiunrequued 

defined contingency response  tram,  including: 	 alternate. 
• .Primary Y2K. Team Leader 	 • 	In  section 3.3 mspondents arc required to 

• Alternate(s) to Teen% Leader 	 identify personnel responsible for delivering  the 

• Team members 	 critical business function. Roles and 
• Alternate(s) to team members 	 responsibilities arc defined. 

• Office, home and cellular numbers 	 • 	In section 2.3 (including seve.ral appendices) the 
• Detailedroles and responsibilities 

	

	 BC? includes staff contact lists and staff work 
schedules. from December 29 to January 14. 

• The BCP incorporates the requirement that 
temporary desigiations ;night be nc-eded to 
ensure continuity of decision.rnaking during the 
key Y21:. periods. 

8. Each BCP is required to outline Mternal 	YC5- 	 • 	In sections 1.3 and 1.4, BC? template requires 	Low 
dependeneies: 	 respondents to identify internal &Tendencies 

• Name of internai  dependency 	 and the critical assets which support the delivery 

provider 	 of the business function. 

• internal dependency desenption 	 + 	It is unclear whether the contact information 
• Business 1.7nit requirements from 	 ffir the dependenciet it to be collected and 

internal dependeney 	 retained by the business unit. 
• Internal dependeney contact numbers 

9. Each BC? is requited to outline external. 	N'es 	 ln sections 1.3 and 1.4,  BC'!'  template requires 	Low 

dependencies: 	 respondents to identify external dependencies 

• Name of external dependency provider 	 and the critical resets which support the delivery 

• External dependency description 	 of the business function. 
• Back-up (Bit) requirements from 	 • 	/t i$ unclear whether the contari information 

external dependency 	 for the dependelciet is to be collected and 
• External dependency contact numbers 	 retained by the business  unit. 

10. Each BCP required to provide information 	Yes 	 • 	The appendices to the template include one for 	No action required 

on key suppliers: 	 contact information -1r key suppliers. Key 

• Name and quintile' information 	 suppliers should be monitored on an ongoing 

• Description of the requirements from 	 basis. 

these suppliers 	 • 	Documentation accompanying the Validation 
Phase of BC? development stipulate clearly that 
BCP managers ore necountable for managing 
supplier relationships. 

• The Project Offiee is developing tools and 
templates to help BC!,  managers to assess the 
readiness of suppliers. 
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11.  inch  BCP is required to eentain detailed 	Yes 	 • 	In sections 3.7 and 43 , the te  nplate requires 	Low 

BU-level communication procedures: 	 business units to identify communication 

• Call trees 	 procedures fur both internal  and  external 

• Procedures 	 stakeholders,  staff etc.  
• Staff communications nt BU level 	 • 	/1 it unclear if business units are required io 

communicate with the  1 2KProjecr Office or 
any special coordinating body.  The  BC'P 
makes  no  rejérence in a deparunent•wide 
comnutnkations plan which business units 
would observe, 

12. The template requires respondents to 	No 	 • 	It is common for organizations to establish 	Sec 
identify 13CP monitoring and deteetion 	 strategies fur proaetively monitoring potential 	Recommendation 

suntegies, 	 points of failure, like thc status dicey 	 Two 
dependencies and suppliers. In tum, 
contingerey plans are continuously modified as 
thcy react to any changes. 

• Monitoring and detection strategics typically 
include: 
• The frequency and type of monitoring 
• An outline  of  tiles and responsibilities (who 

will  monitor?  Who will be alternates?) 
• Clear reporting requirements (to log whether 

escalation required, status, action taken and 
date and lime  resolved) 

• Respondents should be supplied with 
monitoring and detection templates to assist 
their worlc. 

• The PCP template does not include a 
requirement to monitor and detect 
dependencies, Nor does it contain a 
requirement in report changes to the 
contingency plan to the Y2IC Prated Office or 
a central conrdinating  body  charged with 
managing the BCP.s. 

13. The BCP contains a Training Stmtegy: 	Yes 	 • 	The template eonta ins room fer a Training, 	Nu action required 

• Types, Dates  • Personnel 	 Testing and Maintenance Plan. These plans are 
• Planning requirements (is there a 	 still being developed within Industry Canada 

training  log  for each test, describing 	 and are part of the Validation Phase. 
objectives, issues raised and follow-ups 
noied?) 

• Ownership 
• Reporting requirements(to Projet 

Office?) 

14.  The  BCP çontains a Testing Strategy 	not 	 • 	The template contains mom for a Training . 	No action fetpliTed 
• Identify types 	 available 	 Testing and Maintenance Plan. These plans are 
• Schedule 	 still being developed within Industry Canada 
• Review and reporting process 	 and are For of the Validation Phase. 
• Test recording pmcess (description of 

test, objectives assumptions, test 
method, test criteria, issues raised, 
resolution of issues and person 
responsible for addressing issues, 
action items, centrally logging all test 
records and changes to plan) 



--- 	
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est Practice 	 Industry 	Cóanrnnts 	 Criticality 
CnMt  

----- 
15. The BCP contains a Plan Maintenance 	not 	 • 	Thc template contains mum for a Training, 	No action required 

strategy 	 available 	 Testing and Mainienance Plan. Tbese plans arc 

• Ownership (who is responsible?) 	 still bein8 developed within Industry Canada 
• Reporting requirements 	 and are pin of the Validation Phase. 
• Frequency 
• Deployment schedule 
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